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Jonathan Lee Recruitment
Who we are

For over 40 years, Jonathan Lee Recruitment has been providing exceptional people and a premier service to the technology, 
engineering and manufacturing sectors globally.

Our specialist team of technical and industry professionals offer a consultative approach bringing an in-depth understanding of 
the skills, experience and personal attributes required for a variety of roles from entry-level graduate positions to executive and          
board-level appointments.

Our suite of services has evolved to address any resourcing 
challenge a client may face, covering permanent and contract 
recruitment, interim management, search & selection, 
managed services, talent management solutions and design 
services.

With over 85% repeat business annually, we build 
relationships for the long-term, committing to continuous 
improvement, working closely with industry partners and 
professional bodies to support our candidates, clients and 
the wider market.

‘‘Jonathan Lee Recruitment was born over 40 years ago out of my personal passion for engineering 
and an understanding of the importance of a strong    innovative manufacturing sector to the UK 
economy. 

We have strived to establish and maintain a supportive, teamworking culture where the customer 
comes first and where honesty, integrity, professionalism, knowledge and empathy lie at the heart 
of everything we do.’’ 

JONATHAN LEE - CHAIRMAN



What we can 
do for you
We offer permanent, interim and contract recruitment services for the various sectors that make up the FMCG industry, including:

Medical Devices Packaging

Consumer Goods Food & Drink





Revolutionary advancements within the consumer goods sector from 
automation to Internet of Things, 3D printers, sensors and product 
manufacturing devices are driving demand for a variety of complex recruitment 
solutions, which we are uniquely equipped to provide. 

The first choice for clients and candidates, Jonathan Lee Recruitment has 
been delivering best-in-class recruitment solutions to the engineering and 
manufacturing industry for over 40 years including the consumer goods sector.

Our team of consultants work to provide contract and permanent recruitment 
solutions across three dedicated areas: product development, manufacturing 

and commercial within industries that include: Consumer durables, white 
goods, domestic products, FMCG products and homewares.

Our clients include: consumer goods manufacturers and processors, equipment 
providers, logistics and distribution companies, pharmaceuticals, packaging 
manufacturers and suppliers.

For more information on our consumer goods recruitment services visit: 
www.jonlee.co.uk/consumer-goods

Consumer Goods



The fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) coupled with consumer appetite for 
cheaper goods and faster delivery are driving rapid change in the food and drink 
sector. From farmers utilising real time drone data to determine the optimum 
harvest time to augmented reality increasing efficiency in some automated 
warehouses, technology is vital to the future of manufacturers.

We’re here to help.  Jonathan Lee Recruitment has been delivering best-in-class 
recruitment solutions to the food and drink sector for over 40 years, providing 
contract, interim and permanent recruitment solutions across three dedicated 
areas: manufacturing, supply chain and commercial.

As many of our food and drink consultants are industry specialists from relevant 

backgrounds, we pride ourselves on our in-depth understanding of the skills, 
experience and personal attributes required for specialist food and drink roles.

Our clients range from prestigious global household brands to SMEs, including 
food manufacturers and processors, wholesalers and retailers, logistics 
and distribution companies, packaging manufacturers and suppliers. We’re 
committed to a culture of continuous improvement, providing clients with 
world-class recruitment services to the food and drink industry to keep us at the 
forefront of industry evolution. 

For more information on our food & drink recruitment services visit:       
www.jonlee.co.uk/food-and-drink

Food & Drink



There has been much change over the last few years in the UK medical devices 
sector. COVID-19 has led to technological advancements in home care and 
socially distanced devices; Brexit brings different regulations to items sold in 
the UK and EU; and an ageing population and higher obesity levels bring their 
challenges too.

The UK Government are pledging to pump tens of billions into the sector over 
the next few years to support innovation and turn the UK into a world leader; 
advancements can already be seen with the increase in additive manufacturing 
(3D printing) and prosthetics in particular.

Our specialist recruiters are here to help, by offering clients and candidates 
a unique level of expertise in contract and permanent recruitment across 
engineering, technical, supply chain, sales and commercial roles, over all 
medical device disciplines across industries that include: Class I, Class II and 
Class III medical devices.

Our clients include everyone from prestigious global medical and 
pharmaceutical companies right through to SMEs.

For more information on our medical devices recruitment services visit:            
www.jonlee.co.uk/medical-devices

Medical Devices



A packaging revolution is upon us. Issues including sustainability, a plastic 
packaging tax and increased consumer awareness of the environmental impact 
of packaging have led to a demand for greener and cleaner packaging, closed-
loop recycling and a huge change in the way the industry works.

The continued advancement in technology also brings with it a switch from 
traditional forms of packaging to connected packaging incorporating chips and 
interactive elements, enhancing the experience for the consumer and driving 
data back to the packaging company. 

All these changes mean there is a huge demand for skilled packaging 
technologists, designers, manufacturers and engineers and Jonathan Lee 
Recruitment is here to help.

Our packaging recruitment specialists have years of experience working with 
our clients, big and small, to find the right candidates to fill the packaging 
demand and drive innovation in the marketplace.

For more information on our packaging recruitment services visit:      
www.jonlee.co.uk/packaging

Packaging





Our commitment to you

Jonathan Lee Recruitment is committed to delivering best-in-class 
recruitment and talent management services. Taking the time to 
understand your business needs and priorities, we adopt a partnership 
approach to help achieve your talent acquisition plans.

We present only the most relevant candidates, taking into account the 
softer issues of recruitment; providing skills, personality and cultural fit. 
You will benefit from the latest initiatives in recruitment, digital media and 
candidate attraction.

Whether you are seeking to recruit one key individual or an entire team, 
our expert consultants, administrators and welfare support resource 
provide a dedicated, personalised and premier service.

For more information or to talk to a member of the FMCG recruitment 
team:

      www.jonlee.co.uk/fmcg

      clientenquiries@jonlee.co.uk

     01384 397 555



DESIGNSERVICES

jonlee.co.uk/design-services jonlee.co.uk/managed-servicesjonlee.co.uk/search-selection

Conducting exclusive and retained 
search assignments in the 

industrial and technical sectors 
to deliver executive, director and 

board-level appointments

Providing our clients with digital 
design services, prototyping 

solutions and full management of 
turnkey projects

Providing flexible service-level 
agreements and bespoke 

processes, tailored to your 
business needs 

SEARCH&SELECTION

jonlee.co.uk/interims

Delivering high calibre interims in 
the engineering, manufacturing 
and technical sectors to meet a 

wide range of business challenges

Additional services



jonlee.co.uk/fmcg             clientenquiries@jonlee.co.uk
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STOURBRIDGE OFFICE
The Maltings, Mount Road,

Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 1HZ
+44 (0)1384 397 555

clientenquiries@jonlee.co.uk

WARWICK OFFICE
Suites 2 & 3, Building 11, Hatton Technology Park,

Dark Lane, Hatton, Warwick CV35 8XB
+44 (0)1926 679 505

clientenquiries@jonlee.co.uk

ESSEX OFFICE
International House, Charfleets Road, 

Canvey Island, Essex SS8 0PQ
+44 (0)1268 889 250

clientenquiries@jonlee.co.uk


